The only legally binding regulations are those in Czech which have been passed by the Academic Senate. These translations are for informative purpose only.

Should you need any further information regarding the translations, please contact Tereza Svobodová (tereza.svobodova@ruk.cuni.cz).

Available languages
- English
- German/Deutsch
- Russian/????????
- French/Français

English

Catholic Theological Faculty
- Rules of Study
  AMENDED Rules of Study (in force from 1 July 2019)
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
  AMENDED Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries (in force from 1 July 2019)
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Protestant Theological Faculty
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Hussite Theological Faculty
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Law
- Rules of Study
  AMENDED Rules of Study (in force from 1 October 2019 / 1 October 2020)
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries (in force from 1 October 2018)
- Disciplinary Code for Students

First Faculty of Medicine
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Second Faculty of Medicine
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Third Faculty of Medicine
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Medicine in Pilsen
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students
Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Kralove
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Pharmacy in Hradec Kralove
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Arts
- Constitution
- Rules of Study
  AMENDED Rules of Study (in force from 1 October 2019)
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students
- Code of Procedure for the Academic Senate
- Code of Electoral Procedure for the Academic Senate

Faculty of Science
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
- Rules of Study
  AMENDED Rules of Study (in force from 1 October 2019)
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Education
- Rules of Study
  AMENDED Rules of Study (in force from 1 October 2019)
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Social Sciences
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Physical Education and Sport
- Rules of Study
  NEW Rules of Study (in force from 1 October 2019)
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

Faculty of Humanities
- Rules of Study
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

German/Deutsch

Evangelische theologische Fakultät
- Regeln für die Organisation des Studiums an der Evangelischen theologischen Fakultät
- Regeln für die Zuerkennung von Stipendien an der Evangelischen theologischen Fakultät

Philosophische Fakultät
- Regeln für die Organisation des Studiums an der Philosophischen Fakultät
- Regeln für die Zuerkennung von Stipendien an der Philosophischen Fakultät

Geisteswissenschaftliche Fakultät
- Regeln für die Organisation des Studiums an der Geisteswissenschaftlichen Fakultät
- Regeln für die Zuerkennung von Stipendien an der Geisteswissenschaftlichen Fakultät

Pädagogische Fakultät
- Regeln zur Organisation des Studiums an der Pädagogischen Fakultät
• Regeln für die Zuerkennung von Stipendien an der Pädagogischen Fakultät

**Russian/??????**

• ??????? ??????????? ??????? ???? ??????????? ?????????
• ??????? ??????????? ??????? ?? ??????????? ??????????

**French/Français**

**Faculté des lettres**

• Modalités d’organisation des études ? la Faculté des lettres
• Modalités d’attribution des bourses par la Faculté des lettres

**Faculté des sciences humaines**

• Modalités d’organisation des études ? la Faculté des sciences humaines
• Modalités d’attribution des bourses par la Faculté des sciences humaines